
From: Kevin Walker kevin@canyon23.net
Subject: Per capita c19 cases, ski towns, and Moab

Date: March 28, 2020 at 11:20 AM
To: Kevin Walker kevin@canyon23.net

Dear Grand County Friends,

The state-by-state (and country-by-country) covid-19 stats which dominate the news give a distorted picture of the spread of the 
virus, because they fail to take into account that states and countries have widely varying populations.  (California has a lot of 
people, so of course it's going to have a lot of C19 cases.)  So I decided to make my own maps and tables which show covid-19 
cases per capita (number of confirmed cases per 1,000,000 people) rather than just the raw absolute case numbers.

When I did this, something unexpected popped out (though in hindsight it should not have been a surprise).  After the New York City 
area, the hottest covid-19 hotspots in the country are western ski towns.  Of the 10 US counties with the highest covid-19 per 
capita numbers, four are western ski town counties.  (The remainder are in the NYC area, plus New Orleans.)

Here's the table. Scroll down for some maps.

You can find an up-to-date county map of per capita covid-19 cases at https://canyon23.net/c19/ .  (Hover your mouse over a county 
to see details; the site works better on a large screen than it does on a phone.)  Here's what the map looks like today:
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And here's an annotated close-up of the west:



Thanks in part to the ski towns, Utah and Colorado have more cases per capita than California:

State              Confirmed C19 cases per 1,000,000    Deaths per 1,000,000
New York              1938.21  (37877 / 19542209)        19.70  (385 / 19542209)      
New Jersey             771.85  (6876 / 8908520)           9.09  (81 / 8908520)        
Louisiana              494.42  (2304 / 4659978)          17.81  (83 / 4659978)        
Washington             425.58  (3207 / 7535591)          19.91  (150 / 7535591)       
Massachusetts          350.18  (2417 / 6902149)           3.62  (25 / 6902149)        
District of Columbia   328.85  (231 / 702455)             4.27  (3 / 702455)          
Michigan               283.92  (2838 / 9995915)           6.10  (61 / 9995915)        
Connecticut            283.26  (1012 / 3572665)           5.88  (21 / 3572665)        
Vermont                252.28  (158 / 626299)            14.37  (9 / 626299)          
Colorado               251.07  (1430 / 5695564)           3.34  (19 / 5695564)        
Illinois               199.20  (2538 / 12741080)          2.04  (26 / 12741080)       
Mississippi            162.40  (485 / 2986530)            2.01  (6 / 2986530)         
Rhode Island           156.06  (165 / 1057315)            0.00  (0 / 1057315)         
Georgia                144.97  (1525 / 10519475)          4.56  (48 / 10519475)       
Tennessee              144.76  (980 / 6770010)            0.44  (3 / 6770010)         
Pennsylvania           140.16  (1795 / 12807060)          1.41  (18 / 12807060)       
Nevada                 138.41  (420 / 3034392)            3.30  (10 / 3034392)        
Delaware               134.41  (130 / 967171)             1.03  (1 / 967171)          
Wisconsin              125.22  (728 / 5813568)            1.72  (10 / 5813568)        
Utah                   120.84  (382 / 3161105)            0.32  (1 / 3161105)         
Maine                  115.81  (155 / 1338404)            0.00  (0 / 1338404)         
Arkansas               111.15  (335 / 3013825)            0.66  (2 / 3013825)         
Florida                110.66  (2357 / 21299325)          1.36  (29 / 21299325)       
Alabama                105.77  (517 / 4887871)            0.20  (1 / 4887871)         
New Hampshire          101.00  (137 / 1356458)            0.74  (1 / 1356458)         
California              98.57  (3899 / 39557045)          2.05  (81 / 39557045)       
Maryland                96.48  (583 / 6042718)            0.66  (4 / 6042718)         
Indiana                 96.39  (645 / 6691878)            2.54  (17 / 6691878)        
Wyoming                 91.74  (53 / 577737)              0.00  (0 / 577737)          
Missouri                84.88  (520 / 6126452)            1.47  (9 / 6126452)         
Montana                 84.72  (90 / 1062305)             0.00  (0 / 1062305)         
South Carolina          83.40  (424 / 5084127)            1.77  (9 / 5084127)         
Idaho                   83.23  (146 / 1754208)            1.71  (3 / 1754208)         
Alaska                  75.94  (56 / 737438)              1.36  (1 / 737438)          
Oregon                  75.40  (316 / 4190713)            2.62  (11 / 4190713)        
Ohio                    74.26  (868 / 11689442)           1.28  (15 / 11689442)       
North Carolina          71.07  (738 / 10383620)           0.29  (3 / 10383620)        
Arizona                 70.83  (508 / 7171646)            1.12  (8 / 7171646)         
North Dakota            67.10  (51 / 760077)              0.00  (0 / 760077)          
Hawaii                  66.88  (95 / 1420491)             0.00  (0 / 1420491)         
Oklahoma                62.90  (248 / 3943079)            1.78  (7 / 3943079)         
Minnesota               61.31  (344 / 5611179)            0.36  (2 / 5611179)         
Kansas                  59.08  (172 / 2911505)            1.03  (3 / 2911505)         
Iowa                    56.71  (179 / 3156145)            0.32  (1 / 3156145)         
Kentucky                55.28  (247 / 4468402)            1.12  (5 / 4468402)         
Virginia                54.71  (466 / 8517685)            1.17  (10 / 8517685)        



Virginia                54.71  (466 / 8517685)            1.17  (10 / 8517685)        
Texas                   54.46  (1563 / 28701845)          0.73  (21 / 28701845)       
New Mexico              53.93  (113 / 2095428)            0.48  (1 / 2095428)         
South Dakota            52.14  (46 / 882235)              1.13  (1 / 882235)          
Nebraska                38.36  (74 / 1929268)             0.00  (0 / 1929268)         
West Virginia           28.80  (52 / 1805832)             0.00  (0 / 1805832)  

Moab in the spring/summer/fall very much resembles a ski town in the winter, in terms of visitation patterns.

The ratio of severe C19 cases to hospital beds is an important issue, and I think the above per capita numbers are more relevant to 
this issue than are the usual absolute numbers one sees in the media.

That being said, I want to make clear that I'm not (in this email) advocating for any particular course of action.  Grand County is 
especially vulnerable to high numbers of covid-19 cases, and we are also especially vulnerable to covid-19-related economic 
damage.  Both of these facts should be taken into account when decisions are made.  Those of us whose livelihoods are not directly 
tied to tourism should make an extra effort to empathize with our neighbors whose livelihoods are vulnerable to covid-19 disruption.  
Our public officials are facing some very difficult decisions, with no easy answers.

Kevin


